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“There is no Solution without Mesh”

- Tahar Amari, yesterday
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Subtract B∇·B source term to correct tensile instability

Add dissipation terms (viscosity, resistivity, conductivity) 

to capture shocks and discontinuities



advection of a current loop 
(Gardiner & Stone 2006, 
Rosswog & Price 2007)

Orszag-Tang vortex problem 
(Balsara 1998, PM05, Rosswog & 

Price 2007)

Magnetic rotor problem (Tóth 2000, PM05)

Smoothed Particle Magnetohydrodynamics
Price & Monaghan (2004a,b,2005), see review by Price 2012, J. Comp. Phys. 231,  759

7-wave MHD shock (RJ95)

Mach 25 
MHD shock
(Balsara 98)



r ·B = 0



n advection of magnetic fields: no change in topology 
(A.B = 0)

n does not follow wind-up of magnetic fields

n difficult to model resistive effects - reconnection 
processes not treated correctly

Previous approach: Euler potentials
(Rosswog & Price 2007, Price & Bate 2007, 2008, 2009, Brandenburg 2010)
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Hyperbolic/parabolic divergence cleaning
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Hyperbolic/parabolic divergence cleaning

Control

Hyperbolic

Hyperbolic/
Parabolic

Figure 1: A fluid with uniform velocity has a blob of divergence introduced to the initial conditions. In the top row, no cleaning
is applied and the divergence is advected exactly with the flow. Undamped cleaning (purely hyperbolic) is applied to the centre
row and the divergence is spread through the system as a system of interacting waves. In the bottom row, damped cleaning
(mixed hyperbolic/parabolic) is utilised and the divergence is rapidly removed.
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Dedner et al. (2002), c.f. Price & Monaghan (2005)



Issues at density jumps + free surfaces



















     














see Tricco & Price (2012)



Constrained hyperbolic/parabolic divergence cleaning
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Constrained hyperbolic/parabolic divergence cleaning 
for smoothed particle magnetohydrodynamics

Tricco & Price 2012, J. Comp. Phys. 231, 7214
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Constrained hyperbolic/parabolic divergence cleaning 
for smoothed particle magnetohydrodynamics
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Does it work?
Control Resistivity Euler Potentials Divergence Cleaning

Figure 13: The density (top row), magnetic pressure (middle row), and divergence of B (bottom row) in the Orszag-Tang
vortex at t = 1.0 comparing the control case (far left), including artificial resistivity (centre left), evolving the magnetic field
using Euler Potentials (centre right), and applying the constrained divergence cleaning method (far right).

Figure 14: Average (left) and maximum (right) divergence error in the Orszag-Tang vortex problem with (top to bottom in
left panel) no divergence control; using Euler Potentials, adding an artificial resistivity, using divergence cleaning, and cleaning
while including resistivity. Divergence cleaning provides better divergence control than using Euler Potentials or artificial
resistivity, and continues to reduce the divergence error even when used in combination with artificial resistivity.
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Control Resistivity Euler Potentials Divergence Cleaning

Figure 13: The density (top row), magnetic pressure (middle row), and divergence of B (bottom row) in the Orszag-Tang
vortex at t = 1.0 comparing the control case (far left), including artificial resistivity (centre left), evolving the magnetic field
using Euler Potentials (centre right), and applying the constrained divergence cleaning method (far right).











     























Figure 14: Average (left) and maximum (right) divergence error in the Orszag-Tang vortex problem with (top to bottom in
left panel) no divergence control; using Euler Potentials, adding an artificial resistivity, using divergence cleaning, and cleaning
while including resistivity. Divergence cleaning provides better divergence control than using Euler Potentials or artificial
resistivity, and continues to reduce the divergence error even when used in combination with artificial resistivity.
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Figure 20: Renderings of the column density of the star formation simulation at t = 1.1 free fall times. The simulation without
cleaning (left) su↵ers a dramatic loss of momentum conservation (c.f. Fig. 22) induced by high divergence errors (c.f. Fig. 21).
By contrast, the simulation with our new divergence cleaning scheme applied (right) remains stable and launches a steady,
collimated outflow.

5.7. Gravitational collapse of a magnetised molecular cloud core

Our final test is drawn from our intended application: simulations of star formation that involve magnetic
fields [36]. These simulations follow [29], where an initial one solar mass sphere of gas with uniform magnetic
field in the z-direction and in solid body rotation contracts under self-gravity to form a protostar with
surrounding disc. However, at times near peak density, the magnetic field in the dense central region
becomes strong and can produce high divergence errors. This has limited the range of initial magnetic field
strengths which could be simulated, as if the divergence grows too large, the tensile instability correction
term injects enough momentum into the system to erroneously eject the protostar out of its disc [30]. Thus,
this simulation proves an excellent demonstration of the capabilities of the constrained hyperbolic divergence
cleaning method to reduce divergence errors in realistic, 3D simulations.

5.7.1. Setup
The sphere of gas has radius R = 4⇥1016cm with uniform density ⇢ = 7.43⇥10�18 g cm�3. A barotropic

equation of state is used, as described in [29]. The magnetic field strength is set to give a mass-to-magnetic
flux ratio of 5 times the critical value for magnetic fields to provide support against gravitational collapse. To
avoid edge e↵ects with the magnetic field, the sphere is embedded in a periodic box of length 4R containing
material surrounding the sphere set in pressure equilibrium with density ratio 1:30. This test uses only a
minimal amount of resistivity, with ↵

B

2 [0, 0.1]. Self-gravity is simulated using a hierarchical partitioning
tree, with gravitational force softening using the SPH kernel as described by [34]. The free fall time is
⇠ 24000 years. A sink particle is inserted once the gas density surpasses ⇢

sink

= 10�10 g cm�3, and accretes
particles within a radius of 6.7 AU.

5.7.2. Results
Fig. 20 shows column density comparisons of simulations with (right) and without (left) divergence

cleaning at t = 1.1 free fall time, showing that drastic improvements to the results are obtained by incor-
porating divergence cleaning. Most importantly, the protostar remains stable in its disc. The average and
maximum divergence error are both reduced by roughly an order of magnitude (Fig. 21), and this leads to
a corresponding improvement in the momentum conservation of around two orders of magnitude (Fig. 22).
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No cleaning With cleaning

Star formation with divergence cleaning











       

















Figure 21: Average divergence error as a function of
time for the star formation simulation, which shows that
adding divergence cleaning reduces the divergence error
by an order of magnitude.



















       

















Figure 22: Magnitude of the total linear momentum in
the star formation simulation. The system initially has
zero net momentum, which increases due to the magnetic
tensile instability correction and tree-based gravitational
forces. After the protostar forms (t = 1), the momentum
conservation in the divergence cleaning case is improved
by two orders of magnitude over the control case.

Figure 23: Average and maximum divergence error in the star formation simulation, varying the damping parameter in the
range � 2 [0.2, 1.2]. The best results are obtained with � ⇠ 0.8–1.2.
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Price, Tricco & Bate (2012)
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FIG. 2.ÈThermal evolution at the center of the cloud core is depicted
for the initially homogeneous model. The upper panel shows the energy
exchange rate between gas and dust the radiative heating rate("gd), (i

E
cE),

the radiative cooling rate and the compressional heating rate of(4ni
P

B),
as functions of the central density. For g cm~3 the radiative!g) o

c
Z 10~12

heating and cooling rates are merged. The lower panel shows the central
temperature as a function of the central density.

for a free-fall time of the initial cloud core, i.e.,

tff \ n
2
S R3

2GM
\ 1.77 ] 105 yr . (2)

The adiabat recovers its steepness after the second collapse
is halted, but does not reach 5/3 as expected for mono-ceffatomic gas because the partial degeneracy of electrons
begins to dominates the pressure in the center.

All the components of dust grains evaporate at o
c
D 3

] 10~7 g cm~3 and the radiative heating and cooling rates
drop suddenly. The increasing density and temperature,
however, again raise the radiative heating and cooling rates.
The compressional heating rate of gas increases with ocuntil the collapse is almost halted at g cm ~3, whereo

c
D 1

the compressional heating rate drops by more than 6 orders
of magnitude and the quasi-static contraction of the protos-
tar follows instead of the dynamical collapse.

3.1.4. T he Birth of a Protostar
L69 and WN reported rebound of the second core just

after its formation. In our results, indeed, a shock wave
propagates outward as if the second core rebounded (see
Fig. 1c). The rebound, however, does not actually occur
because the velocity always remains negative everywhere.

FIG. 3.ÈTrajectories of mass elements of the cloud core are delineated
just after the second collapse. The innermost and uppermost mass shells
correspond to and respectively. Dif-M

r
\ 10~3 M

_
M

r
\ 2 ] 10~2 M

_
,

ference in mass between the neighboring shells is constant in logarithmic
scale, where See legend of Table 1 for the de!ni-* log M

r
\ 5.42 ] 10~2.

tion of t0.

The feature that the infalling gas is decelerated (but not
reversed) by an outgoing shock wave is observed more
clearly in Figure 3, which illustrates the trajectories of mass
elements during the second collapse. Here the o†set of time,

yr, is taken as the instance when thet0 4 1.7526 ] 105
second collapse begins (Table 1). As expected, is veryt0close to de!ned by equation (2). A shock wave propa-tffgates outwardly as settling the infalling material onto the
second core.

The very short second collapse phase is followed by the
main accretion phase (curves 9È13 in Fig. 4), where the
central protostar grows in mass by the steady accretion
from the infalling envelope. The duration time of the main
accretion phase is characterized by the accretion time, tacc,which is de!ned by the time required for a mass element in

TABLE 1

ELAPSED TIMES FOR THE

INITIALLY HOMOGENEOUS

MODEL

t [ t0
Label (yr) a

1 . . . . . . . [1.7522 ] 105
2 . . . . . . . [2.9237 ] 104
3 . . . . . . . [4.1894 ] 103
4 . . . . . . . [6.5192 ] 102
5 . . . . . . . [4.3844 ] 102
6 . . . . . . . [1.2656 ] 100
7 . . . . . . . [3.1250 ] 10~2
8 . . . . . . . [1.5625 ] 10~2
9 . . . . . . . 1.5625 ] 10~2
10 . . . . . . 1.8984 ] 101
11 . . . . . . 4.9265 ] 103
12 . . . . . . 2.2958 ] 104
13 . . . . . . 1.3788 ] 105

a The o†set of time, t0 4
1.7526 ] 105 yr, represents the
instance when the second col-
lapse begins.

n Temperature in core 
constant, then rises 
above 10-13 g/cm3

n At ~2000K, H2 
dissociates, leading to 
second isothermal 
phase and collapse to 
form the second, 
protostellar core.

n This core accretes to 
reach final stellar mass 
and contracts until 
fusion sets in

First and second core

First core is SHORT LIVED (1000 - 10,000 years)

Masanaga & Inutsuka (2000)

(Larson 1969)

L2 Price, Tricco & Bate

2 METHODS

We solve the equations of self-gravitating, ideal MHD given by
d!
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where ! is the density, v is the velocity, P is the hydrodynamic
pressure, B is the magnetic field, " is the gravitational potential
and µ0 is the permeability of free space. We solve these equa-
tions using a standard Smoothed Particle Magnetohydrodynamics
(SPMHD) scheme, evolving B/! as the magnetic field variable
(Eq. 3), using the Børve, Omang & Trulsen (2001) source-term
approach for stability, and with artificial viscosity and resistivity
terms added to capture shocks and magnetic discontinuities, respec-
tively (Price & Monaghan 2005). We use time dependent artificial
viscosity and resistivity parameters as described in Price (2012),
here using $AV # [0.1, 1] and $B # [0, 0.1]. In particular, we
do not employ the Euler potentials approach, as used in previous
star formation simulations (Price & Bate 2007, 2008, 2009), which
means that there is no restriction on the geometry or winding of the
field in our simulations. Instead, we control magnetic divergence
errors by employing a version of the hyperbolic divergence clean-
ing scheme proposed by Price &Monaghan (2005), but revised and
substantially improved as described in Tricco & Price (2012). We
find that this approach reduces the divergence errors in the collaps-
ing core by at least two orders of magnitude, substantially reducing
the non-conservation errors in momentum that previously resulted
in our inability to evolve beyond the collapse phase with a B/!-
based approach (see e.g. Price & Federrath 2010; Price 2011). It
also improves on the approach employed by Bürzle et al. (2011),
where artificial resistivity alone was used to control the divergence
errors. We found artificial resistivity alone insufficient for stable
and accurate long-term evolution of the jet/outflows found here.

In this paper we use a simple barotropic equation of state

P =

#

$

%

c2s!, ! < !c
c2s!c(!/!c)

7/5 !c $ ! < !d
c2s!c(!d/!c)

7/5!d(!/!d)
1.1 ! % !d

, (5)

where cs is the isothermal sound speed, !c = 10!14g/cm3 and
!d = 10!10g/cm3. Particles initially in the external medium are
assigned a higher cs corresponding to the higher temperature. Sink
particles (Bate et al. 1995) of radius 5 AU are inserted once the
peak density exceeds 10!10g/cm3, meaning that in this Letter we
restrict our study to the first core phase only.

The initial conditions are a 1M" dense, cold spherical, uni-
form density and slowly rotating core in pressure equilibrium
with a warm, low density ambient medium. The core has radius
Rc = 4 & 1016cm (2.7 & 103 AU), giving an initial density of
!0 = 7.4 & 10!18 g/cm3 and a gravitational free-fall time of
tff = 2.4 & 104 yrs. We use cs = 2.2 & 104 cm s!1. The
core is placed inside a larger, cubic domain with a side length of
8 & 1016 cm and a 30 : 1 density ratio between the core and the
ambient medium, in pressure equilibrium, giving a sound speed
in the external medium of cs,medium = 1.2 & 105 cm s!1, or
c2s,medium ' 4.2GM/R meaning that the self-gravity of the exter-
nal medium is irrelevant. For simplicity we use periodic but non-
self-gravitating boundary conditions on the global domain. The

core is set in solid body rotation with ! = 1.77 & 10!13rad
s!1, corresponding to a ratio of rotational to gravitational energy
%r ' 0.005 and !t! = 0.14. We use 1&106 equal mass SPH par-
ticles in the core, with the density ratio giving 4.8 & 105 particles
in the surrounding medium. We also performed calculations using
3& 105 particles in the core. Resolving the Jeans length according
to the Bate & Burkert (1997) criterion would require ( 3 & 104

particles.
The magnetic field is initially uniform in the z-direction, with

strength B0 characterised by the parameter µ, specifying the mass-
to-magnetic flux ratio (M/") in units of the critical value for a
uniform spherical cloud (e.g. Mestel 1999; Mac Low & Klessen
2004),
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where c1 is a parameter determined numerically by Mouschovias
& Spitzer (1976) to be c1 ' 0.53. We have performed simulations
over a range of magnetic field strengths (µ = 20, 10, 7.5, 5, 4 and
3), but the main calculations we show employ µ = 5, correspond-
ing to B0 = 163µG in physical units and an initial plasma % (ratio
of gas to magnetic pressure) of 3.3 in the core. It should be noted
that the initially imposed vertical field is extremely weak compared
to the 10–300 mG fields that are wound up to produce the jet.

The setup described above is otherwise identical to that em-
ployed by Price & Bate (2007) (hereafter PB07), except that a bug
later discovered in the code meant that, although PB07 stated that
their cores were in pressure equilibrium, in fact the calculations
in that paper were performed with zero pressure in the external
medium. The main effect of this is that the collapse time is slightly
longer and that the gas pressure at a given time is slightly lower in
the collapsing core. We have here performed calculations both with
and without an external confining pressure, finding similarly well-
collimated jets, but at a slightly lower initial field strength when the
external pressure is absent, consistent with the plasma % being the
main parameter controlling the launch/collimation of the outflows.
Jets and outflows were not produced in the PB07 calculations be-
cause of the restrictions on the field geometry imposed by the Eu-
ler potentials formulation, meaning that the winding of the toroidal
field that launches the jet (c.f. Sec. 3) was not captured.

3 RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows snapshots of column density from the µ = 5 calcula-
tion taken every 0.02 free-fall times (490 years) from t/t! = 1.03–
1.13, shortly after the formation of the first core. The wind up of
toroidal magnetic fields in the inner disc leads to the launch of a
strong, well-collimated (! 10# opening angle) jet, with outflow ve-
locities of ( 5 km/s. The jet itself can be seen to entrain a slower,
wider outflow and at later times (rightmost panels) shows distinct
‘kinks’ or ‘wiggles’ as a result of material entrained in the helical
magnetic field expanding in the z direction. At( 3, 000 years after
first core formation (rightmost panel) the outflow has already ex-
panded to several thousand AU, beyond our initial core radius and
well into the surrounding medium. The jet continues to be driven
essentially until all of the collapsing material has been used up (this

c! 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, L1–L5
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ABSTRACT

We present new 230 GHz Submillimeter Array observations of the candidate first hydrostatic core Per-Bolo 58. We
report the detection of a 1.3 mm continuum source and a bipolar molecular outflow, both centered on the position of
the candidate first hydrostatic core. The continuum detection has a total flux density of 26.6 ± 4.0 mJy, from which
we calculate a total (gas and dust) mass of 0.11 ± 0.05 M" and a mean number density of 2.0 ± 1.6 # 107 cm$3.
There is some evidence for the existence of an unresolved component in the continuum detection, but
longer-baseline observations are required in order to confirm the presence of this component and determine
whether its origin lies in a circumstellar disk or in the dense inner envelope. The bipolar molecular outflow is
observed along a nearly due east–west axis. The outflow is slow (characteristic velocity of 2.9 km s$1), shows a
jet-like morphology (opening semi-angles %8& for both lobes), and extends to the edges of the primary beam. We
calculate the kinematic and dynamic properties of the outflow in the standard manner and compare them to several
other protostars and candidate first hydrostatic cores with similarly low luminosities. We discuss the evidence both
in support of and against the possibility that Per-Bolo 58 is a first hydrostatic core, and we outline future work
needed to further evaluate the evolutionary status of this object.

Key words: ISM: individual objects (Per-Bolo 58) – ISM: jets and outflows – stars: formation – stars: low-mass

Online-only material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

Low-mass stars form from the gravitational collapse of
dense molecular cloud cores (e.g., Shu et al. 1987; McKee
& Ostriker 2007). Although many open questions remain,
the evolutionary stages in this process are generally well
understood. Nearly all of the main stages have been observed in
large samples and compared to theoretical predictions, including
starless (prestellar) cores, embedded protostars, T Tauri stars,
and pre-main-sequence stars. However, one stage has not yet
been definitively observed: the first hydrostatic core (hereafter
FHSC). First predicted by Larson (1969), it exists between
the starless and protostellar phases. As the molecular cloud
core collapses, a central hydrostatic object (the FHSC) forms
once the central density increases to the point where the central
region becomes opaque to radiation (!c ! 10$13 g cm$3; Larson
1969), rendering the collapse adiabatic rather than isothermal.
This object continues to accrete from the surrounding core
and both its mass and central temperature increase with time.
Once the temperature reaches %2000 K the energy liberated by
accreting material dissociates H2, preventing the temperature
from continuing to rise to sufficiently balance gravity. At this
point the second collapse is initiated, eventually leading to
the formation of the second hydrostatic core, more commonly
referred to as the protostar.

Numerous theoretical studies have investigated the physical
properties of FHSCs. The maximum mass before the onset
of the second collapse is generally %0.04–0.05 M" (Boss &
Yorke 1995; Masunaga et al. 1998; Omukai 2007; Tomida et al.
2010), although a larger range (0.01–0.1 M") is found when the
effects of rotation are included (Saigo & Tomisaka 2006; Saigo

et al. 2008). The lifetime of the FHSC is estimated to be short
compared to the embedded phase duration of 0.54 Myr (Evans
et al. 2009), but specific studies find a large range of possible
lifetimes between %5 # 102 and 5 # 104 yr (Boss & Yorke
1995; Omukai 2007; Saigo et al. 2008; Tomida et al. 2010).
Most of the variation is due to different models and assumptions
concerning the mass accretion rate from the surrounding core.
The predicted internal luminosity5 of the FHSC is also very
low but covers a large range (10$4 to 10$1 L"; Masunaga et al.
1998; Omukai 2007), with most of the variation again due to
different mass accretion rates from the surrounding core leading
to different accretion luminosities. The radius is typically %5 AU
(Masunaga et al. 1998), but can be much larger (!10–20 AU)
and can exhibit a flattened, disk-like morphology when the
effects of rotation are included (Saigo & Tomisaka 2006; Saigo
et al. 2008).

The observational characteristics of FHSCs have also been
predicted by several authors. The emergent spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) of FHSCs embedded in their parent cores
have been studied by Boss & Yorke (1995), Masunaga et al.
(1998), Omukai (2007), and Saigo & Tomisaka (2011). While
the details vary from one study to the next, they all find that
the radiation emitted by the FHSC is essentially completely
reprocessed by the dust in the surrounding core to 50–200 µm,
with the SED characterized by emission from 10 to 30 K dust
and no observable emission below 30–50 µm. Omukai (2007)
also showed that the H2O lines emitted in the accretion shock
fall below the sensitivities of current space missions but could

5 The internal luminosity is the luminosity of the central source and excludes
luminosity arising from external heating.
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Table 1
SMA Observations of Perseus Bolo 58

Line ! Beam FWHM Beam PAa Bandwidth "Vb 1# rmsc

(GHz) (!!) (Degrees) (GHz) (km s"1) (mJy beam"1)
12CO J = 2–1 230.53797 2.92 # 2.49 "86.0 0.082 0.53 42
13CO J = 2–1 220.39868 3.15 # 2.63 "74.5 0.082 0.53 33
C18O J = 2–1 219.56037 3.16 # 2.64 "74.6 0.082 0.26 46

Continuum 225.67836 3.01 # 2.54 "80.0 5.330 . . . 0.39

Notes.
a Position angle of the long axis of the beam, measured east (counterclockwise) from north.
b Width of each channel in km s"1.
c For lines, the mean of the 1# rms of the spectrum at each spatial position with the spectral resolution given in the previous column. For the continuum,
the 1# rms of the continuum intensity.

and were unable to rule out the possibility that Per-Bolo 58 is a
low luminosity protostar based on the SED alone.

3. OBSERVATIONS

One track of observations of Per-Bolo 58 was obtained with
the SMA on 2010 November 16 in the compact configuration
with eight antennas, providing projected baselines ranging from
5 to 76 m. The observations were obtained with the 230 GHz
receiver and included 4 GHz of bandwidth per sideband, with
12 GHz spacing between the centers of the two sidebands.
The correlator was configured such that the lower sideband
(LSB) covered approximately 216.8–220.8 GHz while the upper
sideband (USB) covered approximately 228.8–232.8 GHz,
providing simultaneous observations of the 12CO, 13CO, C18O
J = 2–1, N2D+ J = 3–2, and SiO J = 5–4 lines. The lines
were observed with either 256 (13CO, SiO) or 512 (12CO,
C18O, N2D+) channels in the 104 MHz bands, providing channel
separations of 0.53 and 0.26 km s"1, respectively. The remaining
bands were used to measure the 1.3 mm continuum with a total
bandwidth of 5.33 GHz.

The weather conditions were extremely good for 230 GHz
observations. Throughout the observations the zenith opacity at
225 GHz varied between $0.05 and 0.1, and the system tem-
perature was typically $120 K, ranging from 80 to 240 K de-
pending on elevation. Regular observations of the quasar 3C84
were interspersed with those of Per-Bolo 58 for gain calibra-
tion. Uranus and 3C84 were used for passband calibration, and
Uranus was used for absolute flux calibration. We estimate a
15% uncertainty in the absolute flux calibration by comparing
the measured fluxes of the calibrators from our calibrated data
with those in the SMA calibrator database8 for the same observa-
tion date. The data were inspected, flagged, and calibrated using
the MIR software package9 and imaged, cleaned, and restored
using the Multichannel Image Reconstruction, Image Analysis,
and Display (MIRIAD) software package configured for the
SMA.10 Imaging was performed with a robust uv weighting pa-
rameter of + 1, found to provide the best compromise between
resolution and sensitivity for these data. The final maps were
re-gridded onto 0.!!5 pixels.

Only the continuum and CO (and its isotopologues) are
detected and discussed in this paper. Table 1 lists, for each
of these observations, the frequency of observation, the synthe-
sized beam size and orientation, the total bandwidth, the channel
separation (for the lines), and the measured 1# rms. For the con-
tinuum, the 1# rms is determined by calculating the standard

8 Available at http://sma1.sma.hawaii.edu/callist/callist.html
9 Available at https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/$cqi/mircook.html
10 Available at http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/sma/miriad/
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Figure 1. Spitzer c2d 24 µm image of Per-Bolo 58. The gray scale is inverted
and displayed in a linear stretch with the minimum and maximum intensities
set to 36.5 (white) and 37.1 (black) MJy sr"1, respectively. The green contours
show the SMA 1.3 mm continuum intensity. The solid contours show positive
intensity contours starting at 3# and increasing by 7# , and the dotted contours
show negative intensity contours starting at "3# and decreasing by 7# , where
the 1# rms in the continuum image is 0.39 mJy beam"1. The two 3# peaks
southeast and northwest of Per-Bolo 58 are sidelobes incompletely removed by
the cleaning process. Only one "3# peak is present in the northwest corner
of the image. The synthesized beam size and shape of the SMA continuum
observations is shown by the white filled oval in the lower right.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

deviation of all off-source pixels. For the spectra, the 1# rms is
determined by calculating, for each pixel, the standard deviation
of the intensity in each spectral channel outside of the veloc-
ity range 0–20 km s"1, and then calculating the mean standard
deviation over all pixels.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Continuum

Figure 1 displays, in inverted gray scale, the Spitzer c2d
24 µm image of Per-Bolo 58, showing the weak detection at
this wavelength. Overlaid are contours showing the 1.3 mm
SMA continuum intensity. Per-Bolo 58 is clearly detected in
the continuum. Using the MIRIAD task imfit we fit an elliptical
Gaussian to the detection and report a peak position of R.A. =
03 29 25.46, decl. = + 31 28 15.0, as listed in Table 2. The
uncertainties in this position from the fit are less than 0.!!2 in
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Table 3
Outflow Properties

Quantity Unit Blue Lobe Red Lobe Combined

Lobe Size (Rlobe) AU 6.8 ! 103 5.5 ! 103 6.2 ! 103

Outflow Mass (Mflow) M" 1.1 ! 10#4 0.9 ! 10#4 2.0 ! 10#4

Outflow Momentum (Pflow) M" km s#1 2.5 ! 10#4 3.1 ! 10#4 5.6 ! 10#4

Outflow Kinetic Energy (Eflow) ergs 2.3 ! 1040 2.8 ! 1040 5.1 ! 1040

Outflow Luminosity (Lflow) L" 1.2 ! 10#5 2.6 ! 10#5 4.2 ! 10#5

Outflow Force (Fflow) M" km s#1 yr#1 1.6 ! 10#8 3.5 ! 10#8 5.6 ! 10#8

Characteristic Velocity (vflow) km s#1 2.4 3.5 2.9
Dynamical Time (!d ) yr 1.6 ! 104 0.9 ! 104 1.0 ! 104
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Figure 5. SMA 1.3 mm continuum image of Per-Bolo 58. The gray scale is
inverted and displayed in a linear stretch ranging from #2.73 mJy beam#1

(#7" ; white) to 4.68 mJy beam#1 (12" ; black). The green contours show the
continuum intensity starting at 3" and increasing by 7" , where the 1" rms in
the continuum image is 0.39 mJy beam#1. The blue contours show blueshifted
12CO J = 2–1 emission integrated from 0.3 to 7.3 km s#1, while the red contours
show redshifted emission integrated from 7.3 to 14.3 km s#1. The solid blue
and red contours start at 3" and increase by 1" whereas the dotted blue and
red contours start at #3" and decrease by 1" , where the 1" rms in both the
integrated red and blue maps is 0.16 Jy beam#1 km s#1. The black circle shows
the primary beam of the SMA at 230 GHz. The synthesized beam size and shape
of the 12CO observations is shown by the black filled oval in the lower right.
The central (0,0) position is that reported by Enoch et al. (2010; the phase center
of the observations).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

inclinations. In general we are unable to set strong constraints
on the inclination, a point we will return to in Section 6 below.

5.2. Kinematics

We calculate, separately for the blue and red lobes and for
the combined outflow, the mass of the outflow, Mflow, and
its kinematic and dynamic properties (kinetic energy [Eflow],
momentum [Pflow], characteristic velocity [v = Pflow/Mflow],
dynamical time [!d = Rlobe/v], mechanical luminosity [Lflow =
Eflow/!d ], and force [Fflow = Pflow/!d ]) in the standard manner
(e.g., Cabrit & Bertout 1986, 1990; see also Dunham et al.
2010). The results are listed in Table 3 using a map corrected
for primary beam attenuation. The mass and all other properties

that depend on mass are calculated assuming LTE and do
not include corrections for inclination or optical depth. Thus,
combined with the facts that the outflow likely extends beyond
the primary beam (Section 5.1) and that these observations will
filter out any extended component to the outflow, our reported
values are lower limits only. Because we only calculate lower
limits, we assume the gas temperature that minimizes the LTE
calculation of mass, 17.6 K (see Dunham et al. 2010 for details).
The actual temperatures of outflowing gas may be significantly
higher (50–200 K; Hatchell et al. 1999; van Kempen et al.
2009a, 2009b), although this remains a significant unknown,
especially for very low luminosity sources like Per-Bolo 58.
The true values of the quantities listed in Table 3 may be higher
by more than an order of magnitude depending on the true values
of the outflowing gas temperature and optical depth in the 12CO
J = 2–1 line and the fraction of total outflow emission missing
from our map (see, e.g., Bourke et al. 2005, Chen et al. 2010,
Arce et al. 2010, Curtis et al. 2010, and Dunham et al. 2010
for a few of many recent discussions on calculating outflow
properties).

While the morphology of the blue and red lobes argues
strongly for the presence of an outflow, with such a low
characteristic velocity (2.9 km s#1) it is important to rule out
bound motion as being responsible for the kinematic signatures
interpreted as an outflow. For gas at 2.9 km s#1 to be bound at
6200 AU (the average observed size of the two lobes) requires a
mass of at least 29 M", a factor of $15–30 times higher than the
total core mass. We thus definitively eliminate bound motion as
being responsible for the observed blue and red lobes.

The masses of outflowing gas in the blue and red lobes are
comparable ($1 ! 10#4 M"), but the characteristic velocity of
the red lobe is faster by 1.1 km s#1 (46%), leading to larger
values of all other quantities except for the dynamical time
which is inversely proportional to velocity and thus smaller. In
particular, the force required to drive the red lobe is a factor of
two higher than that required to drive the blue lobe. Such a force
mismatch could, in principle, accelerate the central object out
of the dense core from which it is forming. In reality, however,
this acceleration is very small; a simple calculation assuming a
central mass of 0.01 M"

14 shows that it would take 0.54 Myr for
the central object to move 2.%%3 (575 AU at 250 pc, the effective
radius of the SMA continuum source). This time is comparable
to the total duration of the embedded phase (0.44–0.54 Myr;
Evans et al. 2009). Furthermore, if we shift the central velocity
of the core from our assumed value of 7.3 km s#1 to 7.9 km s#1,
as given by Hatchell & Dunham (2009), the forces required to
drive the two lobes agree to within 16% and the mismatch is
negligible. Detections of higher density tracers than C18O, used

14 Approximately the amount of mass that would accrete in the dynamical
time of the outflow ($104 yr) at a standard rate of $10#6 M" yr#1.
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 The outflow is slow (characteristic velocity of 2.9 km s−1), 
shows a jet-like morphology (opening semi-angles ∼8◦ for 
both lobes), and extends to the edges of the primary beam.~1 solar mass core
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Comparison of Mach 10, hydro turbulence
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not obviously visible either in the SPH or in the tracer particles
at higher resolution (middle and bottom rows of Fig. 4) or at later
times (Fig. 5) once the particles have adopted a more ‘natural’
arrangement. There are no obvious artefacts at low resolution in the
grid-based calculation.

Density slices calculated from the tracer particles in the FLASH

calculation are shown in the rightmost panels of Figs 4 and 5, using
the SPH density summation (6) iterated self-consistently with the
smoothing length according to (7). Comparison with the grid-based
density field at 1 dynamical time, the tracer particles appear to
substantially increase the resolution in high density regions. Whilst
most of the features have close correspondence to those visible in
the grid slices (middle panels of Fig. 4), it is notable that a dense
shock structure appears in the lower part of the t/td = 1 snapshots at
all resolutions that is completely absent from both the SPH and grid
density fields. The absence of this feature even at 5123 in the middle
panels of Fig. 4, yet clearly present at 1283 in the tracer particles,
suggests that it may be an artefact of tracer particles clustering
below the grid scale. At later times (right-hand panel of Fig. 5),
this is even more evident by the fact that the tracer particles are
strongly concentrated in high density regions and largely evacuated
from low density regions (i.e. large parts of the panels are saturated
at the density floor of the plot due to the absence of a contribution
from tracer particles even with iterated smoothing lengths).

The difference between the density slices and column density
plots shows that in general, for similar numbers of computational
elements (not the same as equal computational expense), SPH codes
are better at resolving dense structures (highlighted by projections
through the volume), whilst grid codes are better at resolving volu-
metric structures (highlighted by slices though the volume).

3.3 Probability distribution functions

Many studies have demonstrated that the density probability dis-
tribution function (PDF) in supersonic turbulence is well repre-
sented by a lognormal distribution (e.g. Padoan et al. 1997; Passot
& Vázquez-Semadeni 1998; Klessen 2000; Kritsuk et al. 2007a;
Federrath et al. 2008; Lemaster & Stone 2008; Federrath et al.
2010), i.e.

p(ln !)d ln ! = 1!
2!" 2

exp

!

""1
2

#
ln ! " ln !

"

$2
%

&d ln !, (13)

where the mean of the logarithm of density ln ! is related to the
standard deviation " of ln ! by

ln ! = "" 2/2. (14)

The appearance of a lognormal form in isothermal flows can be
understood analytically as a consequence of the multiplicative cen-
tral limit theorem assuming that individual density perturbations
are independent and random (Vazquez-Semadeni 1994; Passot &
Vázquez-Semadeni 1998; Nordlund & Padoan 1999). In physical
terms, this means that density fluctuations at a given location are
constructed by successive passages of shocks with a jump amplitude
independent of the local density (Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2007;
Kritsuk et al. 2007a; Federrath et al. 2010). Furthermore, the width
of the PDF for ln ! is found to be related to the rms Mach number
according to

" 2 = ln(1 + b2M2), (15)

where the factor b # 1/2 has been suggested by early numerical
experiments (e.g. Padoan et al. 1997). More recently, Kritsuk et al.

(2007a) found a much lower value of b # 0.26 whilst Beetz et al.
(2008) found b = 0.37. Brunt (2010) has also recently measured b =
0.5 in the Taurus Molecular Cloud, based on a method for inferring
the 3D variance from 2D observations developed by Brunt, Feder-
rath & Price (2010). Federrath et al. (2008, 2010) reconcile these
results by showing that the width of the PDF depends not only on the
rms Mach number but also on the relative degree of compressible
and solenoidal modes in the forcing, with b = 0.33 appropriate for
purely solenoidal forcing and b = 1 for purely compressive forcing.
Lemaster & Stone (2008) – performing calculations at a range of
Mach numbers – suggest that relationship (15) should be adjusted,
finding " 2 = "0.72 ln(1 + 0.5M2) + 0.20 from a three-parameter
fit for hydrodynamic turbulence. For the purposes of the comparison
at hand, we simply fit the PDFs using a single parameter b based on
equations (13)–(15).

3.3.1 Volume-weighted PDFs

Time-averaged PDFs of s $ ln(!/!0) for the three SPH calcula-
tions and three grid calculations are shown in Figs 6–8. The plots
show the time average of individual PDFs computed at intervals of
#t = td/10, starting from 2td when turbulence is reasonably well
established (see Figs 1 and 3). This gives a total of 81 snapshots
used in the averaging procedure. For reference, we compute the
PDF for each code with a bin width of 0.1 in ln !, with the first bin
starting at (ln !)min = "12.

For the grid results, the volume-weighted PDF is constructed
simply by binning the grid cells according to the value of ln !. To
obtain a volume-weighted PDF in SPH, it is necessary to weight the
contribution of each particle by the volume element associated with
that particle, m/!, which for equal mass particles is simply inversely
proportional to the density. To construct the PDF we therefore bin
each particle according to the value of ln ! and add a contribution of
1/! to the bin, normalizing the resultant PDF such that the integral

Figure 6. Time-averaged PDF of the logarithm of the density field s $ ln !

from the PHANTOM [SPH, dark (black in online version) lines other than
dotted] and FLASH [grid, lighter (red in online version) lines] calculations,
each at resolutions of 1283, 2563 and 5123 particles/grid cells. The PDFs are
averaged over 81 snapshots evenly spaced between t/td = 2 and t/td = 10.
Here we show the PDFs on a linear scale to highlight the change in the
position of the peak value as a function of resolution. We have also plotted,
as dotted black lines, the best-fitting (to the peak) lognormal distributions
from equations (13) and (15) using b = 0.5 (best fitting the 5123 grid results)
and b = 0.33 (best fitting the 5123 SPH results). The SPH and grid results
show complementary trends with resolution.

C% 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C% 2010 RAS, MNRAS 406, 1659–1674



Small-scale magnetic dynamo

Tricco, Price & Federrath (2013, in prep)



Magnetic energy

Tricco, Price & Federrath (2013, in prep)



Two fluids



Dust + Gas: A simple example of a 
two-fluid mixture

n Two fluids coupled by a drag term
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If you don’t understand simple examples, 
you’ll be really flummoxed when it comes 

to the complicated stuff

- Phil Collella, yesterday



Dustywave: Waves in a two fluid medium
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Dustywaves: Analytic solution

!-------------------------------
! D U S T  V E L O C I T I E S

!-------------------------------
    vd3r = - (rhogeq*cs**2*k**2*w2r**2*w1r**2*rhogsol + rhogeq**2*w3i**4*k*w1r*vgsol - w3i*cs**2*k**3*rhogeq*Kdrag*vdsol*w2r - w3i*cs**2*k**3*rhogeq*Kdrag*vdsol*w1r + 

w3i*cs**2*k**3*rhogeq*Kdrag*vgsol*w2r + w3i*cs**2*k**3*rhogeq*Kdrag*vgsol*w1r -rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2i**2*w1r*vgsol + rhogeq*cs**4*k**4*w2r*w1r*rhogsol - 
rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2r**2*w1r*vgsol - rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w2r*w1i*Kdrag*vgsol -rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2r*w1i**2*vgsol + rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w2r*w1i*Kdrag*vdsol -    

rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2r*w1r**2*vgsol - rhogeq*w3i**4*cs**2*k**2*rhogsol - rhogeq*cs**4*k**4*w2i*w1i*rhogsol + rhogeq*cs**2*k**2*w1i**2*w2r**2*rhogsol + rhogeq**2*w3i**4*w2r*k*vgsol - 
rhogeq*w3i**3*k*Kdrag*vdsol*w1r +  2*rhogeq*w3i**3*k*Kdrag*vgsol*w2r + rhogeq*w2i**2*w1i**2*cs**2*k**2*rhogsol +  rhogeq*w2i**2*w1r**2*cs**2*k**2*rhogsol - rhogeq*w3i**4*w2r*w1r*rhogsol + 

rhogeq*w3i**4*w1i*rhogsol*w2i +  w3i*cs**4*k**4*rhogeq*rhogsol*w2i + w3i*cs**4*k**4*rhogeq*rhogsol*w1i + w3i**2*Kdrag**2*k*vgsol*w1r -w3i**3*Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2 - 
w3i**3*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2r*w1r + w3i**3*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2i*w1i - w3i*cs**2*k**2*rhogeq*rhogsol*w2r**2*w1i - w3i*cs**2*k**2*rhogeq*rhogsol*w1i*w2i**2 +  rhogeq*w3i**3*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w2i + 
rhogeq*w3i**3*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w1i - rhogeq*w3i**3*rhogsol*w2r**2*w1i  - rhogeq*w3i**3*rhogsol*w1i*w2i**2 - rhogeq*w3i**3*rhogsol*w2i*w1r**2 -  w3i*cs**2*k**2*rhogeq*rhogsol*w2i*w1r**2 - 

w3i*cs**2*k**2*rhogeq*rhogsol*w2i*w1i**2 - rhogeq*w3i**3*rhogsol*w2i*w1i**2 - rhogeq*w3i**3*k*Kdrag*vdsol*w2r + 2*rhogeq*w3i**3*k*Kdrag*vgsol*w1r + w3r*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2i**2*vgsol + 
w3r*rhogeq*w2r*w3i**2*cs**2*k**2*rhogsol - w3r*rhogeq**2*w3i**2*k*w1r**2*vgsol + w3r*rhogeq*w3i**2*cs**2*k**2*rhogsol*w1r +  2*w3r*rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w3i*Kdrag*vdsol - 

w3r*rhogeq*cs**4*k**4*w2r*rhogsol +  w3r*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2r**2*vgsol + w3r**4*rhogeq**2*w2r*vgsol*k - w3r**4*rhogeq*w2r*w1r*rhogsol +  w3r**4*rhogeq**2*k*w1r*vgsol - 
w3r**4*rhogeq*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2 + w3r**4*rhogeq*w2i*rhogsol*w1i +2*w3r*rhogeq*w2i*w3i*w1i*k*Kdrag*vgsol + 2*w3r*rhogeq**2*w2i*k*vgsol*w3i*w1r**2 +  

2*w3r*rhogeq*w2r*w3i*w1r*k*Kdrag*vdsol - 2*w3r*rhogeq*w2i*w3i**2*k*Kdrag*vgsol - w3r*w3i**2*Kdrag**2*k*vgsol + w3r*w3i**2*Kdrag**2*k*vdsol - w3r*rhogeq**2*w1i**2*k*vgsol*w3i**2 - 
2*w3r*rhogeq**2*w3i**2*k*w2i*w1i*vgsol + 2*w3r*rhogeq**2*w2i*w1i**2*w3i*k*vgsol + w3r*w3i**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w1i*w2r + w3r*w3i**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2i*w1r - 

w3r*Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w1i*w2r - w3r*Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w2i*w1r +  w3r*Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w2i*w1r**2 + w3r*Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w2i*w1i**2 + w3r*Kdrag**2*k*vdsol*w2r*w1r 
-w3r*Kdrag**2*k*vdsol*w2i*w1i - w3r*Kdrag**2*k*vgsol*w2r*w1r + w3r*Kdrag**2*k*vgsol*w2i*w1i + w3r*Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w2r**2*w1i + w3r*Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w1i*w2i**2 - 

w3r*rhogeq**2*w2r**2*w3i**2*k*vgsol  - 2*w3r*rhogeq*w2r*w3i*w1r*k*Kdrag*vgsol + w3r*rhogeq*w2i*w3i**2*k*Kdrag*vdsol - 2*w3r*rhogeq**2*w2r*w3i**2*k*w1r*vgsol + 
w3r*rhogeq*w2r**2*w3i**2*w1r*rhogsol -  2*w3r*rhogeq*w1i*w3i**2*k*Kdrag*vgsol + w3r*rhogeq*w1i*w3i**2*k*Kdrag*vdsol + 2*w3r*rhogeq**2*w3i*w2r**2*w1i*k*vgsol + 

w3r*rhogeq*w1i**2*w3i**2*w2r*rhogsol - w3r*rhogeq**2*w3i**2*w2i**2*k*vgsol - w3r*rhogeq*cs**2*k**2*w1i**2*w2r*rhogsol -   w3r*rhogeq*cs**2*k**2*w2r*w1r**2*rhogsol -
w3r*rhogeq*cs**2*k**2*w2r**2*w1r*rhogsol + w3r*rhogeq*w2i**2*w3i**2*w1r*rhogsol + w3r*rhogeq*w2r*w3i**2*w1r**2*rhogsol - 2*w3r*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w3i*w2i*vgsol - 
w3r*rhogeq*w2i**2*w1r*cs**2*k**2*rhogsol +  2*w3r*rhogeq**2*w2i**2*w3i*w1i*k*vgsol + w3r*rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w1i*Kdrag*vgsol - w3r*rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w2i*Kdrag*vdsol + 
w3r*rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w2i*Kdrag*vgsol - w3r*rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w1i*Kdrag*vdsol + w3r*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w1i**2*vgsol -  2*w3r*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w3i*w1i*vgsol + 

w3r*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w1r**2*vgsol - w3r*rhogeq*cs**4*k**4*w1r*rhogsol - 2*w3r*rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w3i*Kdrag*vgsol + 2*w3r*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2r*w1r*vgsol - 
2*w3r*rhogeq*w2i*w3i*w1i*k*Kdrag*vdsol + 2*w3r*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2i*w1i*vgsol + w3r**2*w3i*rhogeq*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w1i - w3r**2*w3i*rhogeq*rhogsol*w2r**2*w1i - 

w3r**2*w3i*rhogeq*rhogsol*w1i*w2i**2 - w3r**2*w3i*rhogeq*rhogsol*w2i*w1r**2 - w3r**2*w3i*rhogeq*rhogsol*w2i*w1i**2 - w3r**2*w3i*rhogeq*k*Kdrag*vdsol*w2r - 
w3r**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w3i*w2r*w1r + w3r**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2i*w3i*w1i - w3r**2*w3i*rhogeq*k*Kdrag*vdsol*w1r + w3r**2*w3i*rhogeq*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w2i - 

w3r**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w3i + w3r**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w2i + w3r**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w1i + 2*w3r**2*Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w2r*w3i + 
2*w3r**2*Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w3i*w1r + 2*w3r**2*rhogeq**2*w2r*k*vgsol*w3i**2 - w3r**2*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2r*vgsol + w3r**2*rhogeq*w2r*w1i*k*Kdrag*vgsol + 

w3r**2*rhogeq**2*w2r*w1i**2*k*vgsol - w3r**2*rhogeq*w2r*w1i*k*Kdrag*vdsol + w3r**2*rhogeq**2*w2r*w1r**2*k*vgsol - w3r**2*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w1r*vgsol - w3r**2*Kdrag**2*k*vdsol*w2r - 
w3r**2*rhogeq*w2i**2*w1i**2*rhogsol - w3r**2*rhogeq*w1r**2*w2i**2*rhogsol - w3r**2*rhogeq*w2r**2*w1r**2*rhogsol + w3r**2*rhogeq*cs**4*k**4*rhogsol - w3r**2*rhogeq*w1i**2*w2r**2*rhogsol - 

w3r**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w1i*w2i**2 - w3r**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2i*w1r**2 - w3r**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2i*w1i**2 - w3r**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2r**2*w1i - w3r**2*Kdrag**2*k*vdsol*w1r + 
w3r**2*Kdrag**2*k*vgsol*w2r + w3r**2*Kdrag**2*k*vgsol*w1r + w3r**3*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2i*w1r + w3r**3*rhogeq*w2i*k*Kdrag*vdsol - w3r**3*rhogeq**2*w2i**2*k*vgsol + 
w3r**2*rhogeq**2*w2i**2*w1r*k*vgsol - 2*w3r**2*rhogeq*w2r*w3i**2*w1r*rhogsol + 2*w3r**2*rhogeq**2*w3i**2*k*w1r*vgsol + 2*w3r**2*rhogeq*w1i*w3i**2*rhogsol*w2i - 

w3r**2*rhogeq*w2i*w1r*k*Kdrag*vdsol + w3r**2*rhogeq*w2i*w1r*k*Kdrag*vgsol - w3r**3*rhogeq**2*w1i**2*k*vgsol - 2*w3r**3*rhogeq**2*w2r*k*w1r*vgsol + w3r**3*rhogeq*w2r**2*w1r*rhogsol + 
w3r**3*rhogeq*w2r*cs**2*k**2*rhogsol - 2*w3r**3*rhogeq*w2i*k*Kdrag*vgsol - w3r**3*rhogeq**2*w1r**2*k*vgsol + w3r**3*rhogeq*w1r*cs**2*k**2*rhogsol - w3r**3*rhogeq**2*w2r**2*k*vgsol + 

w3r**3*rhogeq*w1i*k*Kdrag*vdsol - 2*w3r**3*rhogeq**2*k*w2i*w1i*vgsol + w3r**3*rhogeq*w2r*w1r**2*rhogsol + w3r**3*rhogeq*w1i**2*w2r*rhogsol + w3r**3*rhogeq*w2i**2*w1r*rhogsol - 
2*w3r**3*rhogeq*w1i*k*Kdrag*vgsol + w3r**3*Kdrag*rhogsol*w1i*w2r + w3r**2*rhogeq**2*w2r**2*k*w1r*vgsol - 2*w3r**2*rhogeq*w3i**2*cs**2*k**2*rhogsol + w3r**3*Kdrag**2*k*vdsol + 

w3i**2*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w2r*vgsol - w3r**3*Kdrag**2*k*vgsol + w3i**2*rhogeq*w2i*w1r*k*Kdrag*vdsol - w3i**2*Kdrag**2*k*vdsol*w2r + w3i**2*Kdrag**2*k*vgsol*w2r - 
w3i**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2r**2*w1i - w3i**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w1i*w2i**2 - w3i**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2i*w1r**2 - w3i**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*w2i*w1i**2 + w3i**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w2i + 

w3i**2*Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w1i - Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w3i*w1r*w2r**2 - Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w3i*w2r*w1r**2 - Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w3i*w2r*w1i**2 - 
Kdrag*k*rhogeq*vgsol*w3i*w1r*w2i**2 + Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w3i*w2r*w1r - Kdrag*rhogsol*k**2*cs**2*w2i*w3i*w1i + Kdrag*rhogsol*w2r**2*w1i**2*w3i + Kdrag*rhogsol*w3i*w1r**2*w2r**2 + 

Kdrag*rhogsol*w1i**2*w2i**2*w3i + Kdrag*rhogsol*w2i**2*w1r**2*w3i + Kdrag**2*k*vdsol*w2r*w1i*w3i + Kdrag**2*k*vdsol*w2i*w3i*w1r - Kdrag**2*k*vgsol*w2r*w1i*w3i - 
Kdrag**2*k*vgsol*w2i*w3i*w1r - w3i**2*Kdrag**2*k*vdsol*w1r + rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w2i*w1r*Kdrag*vdsol - rhogeq*cs**2*k**3*w2i*w1r*Kdrag*vgsol - w3i**2*rhogeq**2*w2i**2*w1r*k*vgsol - 

w3i**2*rhogeq**2*w2r**2*k*w1r*vgsol - w3i**2*rhogeq*w2i*w1r*k*Kdrag*vgsol - w3i**2*rhogeq*w2r*w1i*k*Kdrag*vgsol - w3i**2*rhogeq**2*w2r*w1i**2*k*vgsol + 
w3i**2*rhogeq*w2r*w1i*k*Kdrag*vdsol - w3i**2*rhogeq**2*w2r*w1r**2*k*vgsol + w3i**2*rhogeq**2*cs**2*k**3*w1r*vgsol + w3i**2*rhogeq*w2i**2*w1i**2*rhogsol + 

w3i**2*rhogeq*w1r**2*w2i**2*rhogsol + w3i**2*rhogeq*w2r**2*w1r**2*rhogsol - w3i**2*rhogeq*cs**4*k**4*rhogsol + w3i**2*rhogeq*w1i**2*w2r**2*rhogsol)/(w1i**2 - 2*w3i*w1i + w3r**2 + w1r**2 + 
w3i**2 - 2*w3r*w1r)/(w2r**2 - 2*w3r*w2r + w2i**2 + w3i**2 - 2*w2i*w3i + w3r**2)/k/rhogeq/Kdrag

Laibe & Price, 2011, MNRAS 418, 1491



Resolution study





 






  

















Very difficult to 
converge when 
drag is strong!

Laibe & Price, 2012, MNRAS 420, 2345
12 Laibe & Price

Figure 7. Results of the dustywave test in 3D at t = 0 (top row) and after
1 and 2 wave periods (middle and bottom rows) using 2 ⇥ 323 particles,
K = 1 and a dust-to-gas ratio of unity. The analytic solution is given by the
solid/red (gas) and long-dashed/red (dust) lines. The standard cubic spline
kernel (green points, left panel) performs poorly on this test. Using the dou-
ble hump cubic kernel (black points, left panel) both the amplitude and
frequency are correct but there remains a small phase error due to the ker-
nel bias which can be corrected by using the smoother double-hump quintic
kernel (black points, right panel).

�t  0.3cs/h) and the timestep constraint from the drag (Eq. 95).
We thus turn to 1D to investigate the full parameter range of the
dustywave solution.

4.3.3 dustywave: Resolution requirements at high drag

Fig. 8 shows the velocity profiles after 10 periods in the 1D dusty-
wave problem for a large drag coe�cient (K = 100) and a dust-to-
gas ratio of unity, with numerical resolution as indicated. At low
resolutions (. 256 particles per wavelength) and high drag, the
amplitude of the wave in the numerical simulations (black solid
[gas] and open [dust] circles, on top of each other) is severely
overdamped compared to the analytic solution (red solid and long-
dashed lines, also on top of each other). This is further illustrated in
Fig. 9 which shows the kinetic energy as a function of time for sim-
ulations at di↵erent resolutions, compared to the analytic solution
given by the solid red line.

Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate a key di�culty that arises when con-
sidering high drag coe�cients, i.e., where the drag stopping time ts

defined in Eq. 95 is much smaller than the period T of the wave.
In this case, the drag term e�ciently damps the initial di↵erential
velocity between the gas and the dust in a few ts. However, as the
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Figure 8. Resolution study for the dustywave test in 1D using a high drag
coe�cient (K = 100) and a dust-to-gas ratio of unity using 32, 64, 128, 256,
512 and 1024 particles from bottom to top. At large drag high resolution is
required to resolve the small di↵erential motions between the fluids and
thus prevent over-damping of the numerical solution, corresponding to the
criterion h . csts, here implying & 240 particles. See also Fig. 9.

pressure continues to drive the propagation of the wave in the gas,
a small residual de-phasing of order ⇠ csts occurs, which is simply
the distance travelled by the gas before it is damped by the dust.
This de-phasing induces a small di↵erential velocity which in turn
be damped by the drag. This small di↵erential e↵ect dissipates the
kinetic energy on a timescale ⇠ ts.

The spatial de-phasing between the gas and the dust represents
the smallest length of the problem that must be resolved numeri-
cally in order to capture the physics of the process. If the spatial
de-phasing between the gas and the dust is under-resolved, the dif-
ferential velocity between the gas and the dust is artificially larger
than the theoretical one, leading to a non-physical over-dissipation
of the kinetic energy of the system, as observed in Figs. 8 and 9.

We thus propose a resolution criterion for resolving the di↵er-
ential drag of the form

� . csts, (100)

where � is the resolution length. For SPH, this becomes

h . csts. (101)

For K = 100 and cs = ⇢̂g = ⇢̂d = 1 in code units this implies
h < 0.02, i.e. a minimum of ⇠ 240 particles (assuming ⌘ = 1.2 in
Eqs. 16 and 17), which is consistent with Figs. 8 and 9.

Simulating dust-gas interactions at high drag therefore re-
quires a high spatial resolution in order to accurately resolve the
propagation without over-dissipating the energy of the system. This
can lead to a prohibitive computational cost, somewhat counterin-
tuitively since the drag simply tends to make the dust stick to the

c� 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–19



Dustyshock
 



  









 





  

















  













  





 



  









 





  

















  













  





sensible resolution ludicrous resolution

Laibe & Price, 2012, MNRAS 420, 2345



RESOLUTION CRITERION

n Require infinite timesteps AND infinite resolution 
in the obvious limit of perfect coupling!

�t ! 0

�x ! 0

Temporal: �t < t
stop

Spatial: �x . t

stop

c

s

(K ! 1)

t
stop

! 0 implies

(can be fixed with implicit 
timestepping methods)

(cannot be fixed)

Laibe & Price, 2012, MNRAS 420, 2345



DUSTY GAS WITH ONE FLUID

n Reformulate equations on the barycentre of both 
fluids

v ⌘ ⇢gvg + ⇢dvd

⇢g + ⇢d

to v,�v, ⇢, ⇢d/⇢g

vg,vd, ⇢g, ⇢dn Change of variables, from

Laibe & Price (2013, submitted to MNRAS)



TWO BECOME ONE

d⇢

dt
= �⇢(r.v),

dv

dt
= f � rPg

⇢
� 1

⇢
r

✓
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⇢

�v2

◆
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2
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One mixture with decay of differential velocity

A phoenix from the ashes

Laibe & Price (2013, submitted to MNRAS)



Strong drag/small grains

n Equations simplify further in this limit

�v =
rPg

⇢g
ts

Valid when t
stop

< �t

d⇢

dt
= �⇢(r.v),

dv

dt
= f � rPg

⇢
,

d

dt

✓
⇢d
⇢g

◆
= � ⇢

⇢2g
r.

✓
⇢g⇢d
⇢


rPg

⇢g
ts

�◆
.

Laibe & Price (2013, submitted)

Note: Pg = c̃s⇢



DUSTY WAVES: TWO FLUIDS
Laibe & Price (2012a)



DUSTY WAVES: ONE FLUID
Laibe & Price (2013, in prep)



Dustyshock with one fluid



Summary
n New conservative formulation of hyperbolic 

divergence cleaning

n Enables robust maintenance of divergence-free 
condition in Smoothed Particle 
Magnetohydrodynamics

n Applications to magnetic jets, dynamos

n General spatial resolution issue in two-fluid 
mixtures in limit of strong drag


